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11-Oct 10-Oct Chg 11-Oct 10-Oct Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 11,716.37    11,641.74 0.64%   RM/USD 4.1865      4.1895       0.07%

  FBM KLCI 1,556.84       1,551.87    0.32%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 11,077.81    11,020.65 0.52%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,185.00   2,201.00    -0.73%

  DJIA 26,816.59    26,496.67 1.21%   Oil/barrel (US$) 54.70         53.55          2.15%

  S&P 500 2,970.27       2,938.13    1.09%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,489.10   1,494.05    -0.33%

  NASDAQ 8,057.04       7,950.78    1.34%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 539.00      540.00       -0.19%
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Corporate News 
 

Hibiscus buys more O&G rights in North Sea for US$5m 

YTL Land set to delist as YTL Corp has 90.45% of company 

Innoprise to own 30% of Priceworth under log supply agreement 

Sumatec gets termination notice for Rakushechnoye oil field deal 

Ann Joo, Southern Steel in JV for long product steel manufacturing 

 Econpile secures RM20.8 mil contract 

Bonia scraps plan to sell unit to CEO 

Kluang Rubber declares total dividends of 6 sen 

Axis REIT acquires industrial property in Nilai for RM50m 

MSM sells Perlis land to F&N at 18% discount as it generates negligible revenues, saps finances 

 Mi Technovation proposes one-for-two bonus issue 

Handal's unit to jointly develop hydrogen paired electric race car 

CAM Resources calls off renewable energy plant project 

ABM Fujiya inks MoU with Chinese firm for battery manufacturing plant 

Advancecon bags subcontract job worth RM49.38m in Sarawak 

Asia Poly subsidiary gets SEDA electricity feed-in approval 

  'Utusan will live on,' says executive chairman 

MISC secures time charter worth US$711m from ExxonMobil  

Guan Chong shareholders approve 1-for-1 bonus share issue  

Plastrade managing director removed at EGM 

Careplus buys remaining stake in handglove unit 

https://www.theedgemarkets.com/article/hibiscus-buys-more-og-rights-north-sea-us5m
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Cypark inks three MoUs on renewable energy projects 

Kejuruteraan Asastera to raise RM27m via private placement 

 MAHB's air traffic up 7.6% y-o-y in September despite haze 
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